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The industry’s leading line of freestanding bathtubs.
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For more than 40 years, Jetta’s emphasis on delivering a superior bathing experience has made us a trusted industry leader. 

We help to create beautiful spaces that add enjoyment to every day. We sell each bathtub with great confidence that we are helping 

you achieve the ultimate at-home spa day  — every day.

Luxury. It’s a beautiful thing.



The industry’s leading line of freestanding bathtubs 

will elevate your bathroom to a home design 

showpiece. Sleek and bold shapes embrace 

contemporary design and beckon you into relaxation 

and necessary self-care. A sanctuary of tranquility, 

a place for healing, or a daily ritual, your new Jetta 

bathtub promises to be a centerpiece of luxury. 

THE JETTA STANDARD

Jetta’s standard features are considered extra 

for some brands. 

 • Beautiful designs offering maximum bathing comfort

 • Quality acrylic material that is high-gloss and 

  high-impact and does not dull or fade over time

 •  Short delivery timelines that keep your project on track

 • The the health benefits of moving water with Jetta Air   

  available on some models

 • 10-year limited factory warranty

The industry’s leading line of 
freestanding bathtubs
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LUXURIOUS RELAXATION. 
The Jetta line of freestanding bathtubs includes Cosmo and Cosmo Plus. Cosmo Plus is the quality and 

beauty you expect from Jetta, plus added features that deserve a name of its own.

COSMO PLUS FEATURES

 • Trimless overflow for an understated elegance in a linear design that 

  allows for a higher fill and deeper soak

 • High-gloss/high-impact, UV-resistant acrylic will not dull or fade

 • An etched logo that makes the subtle statement of a trusted brand

 • Factory-installed, white toe-tap drains that match the bathtub

 • Seamless one-piece designs

 •Some styles with plumbing access panels and faucet mounting decks

SEE THE NEW LINE-UP

Consider adding Jetta Air to your new bathtub. Shown to reduce pain, increase range of 
motion, improve sleep, aide in exercise recovery, and clear sinus pathways, moving water 
really elevates your selfcare routine*. Available on select Cosmo Plus models.
*According to a study conducted by the National Institute of Health
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A true classic never goes out of style. The Anna is 

timeless and dependable yet striking and innovative. 

Anna’s simple elegance is the perfect choice.

ANNA

J801: 59”L x 30”W x 23”H

J861: 67”L x 32”W x 23”H
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The only Cosmo Plus model to feature an 

end-drain design, the Ariel beckons bathers 

to sit back, relax, and enjoy the experience. 

And with a sleek design that looks good in 

any bathroom, this bathtub is a win-win.ARIEL

J807: 59”L x 30”W x 30”H

J867: 67”L x 30”W x 30”H 
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A generous deck for easy faucet mounting and 

storing bathing essentials makes beauty out of 

practicality – and the rear plumbing access panel 

with magnetic cover is just another way Jetta 

delivers on both form and function.CALLISTO

J803: 59”L x 32”W x 23”H

J863: 67”L x 32”W x 23”H
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Elio’s symmetrical shape with graceful curves is 

where comfort meets luxury. The thin edge is a 

designer dream ready for your inspo board.

ELIO

J806: 59”L x 32”W x 27”H

J866: 67”L x 32”W x 27”H 
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Seductively curvy with flowing, smooth lines, the 

Larissa adds a welcome touch of warmth to any 

bathroom environment. Don’t let the softness fool 

you, though. With toe-tap drains, seamless overflow, 

and the unmatched Jetta standard of quality, this is 

one hard-working tub.LARISSA

J802 – 60”L x 31”W x 27”H
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Curvy in all the right places, Lyra beckons with 

smooth gentle lines. The full-length shelf adds 

a beautiful touch of functionality, with its ample 

space for deck-mounting a beautiful faucet or 

providing convenient access to bath products. 

With Lyra, you get pretty and practical all in one 

luxurious package.

LYRA

J890: 69”L x 34”W x 26”H
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Sophisticated and sleek, the Nash is minimalist design 

at its finest. The ultra-thin edge exudes subtlety but 

definitely makes a statement. The dropdown faucet 

deck is practicality at its most beautiful. And with a 

built-in plumbing access panel for convenience without 

compromising looks, the Nash truly over delivers on extras 

with understated elegance.

NASH

J804: 59”L x 32”W x 23”H

J864: 67”L x 32”W x 23”H
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THE FREESTANDING DESIGNS 
EVERYONE LOVES.

Consider adding Jetta Air to your new bathtub. Shown to reduce pain, increase range of 
motion, improve sleep, aide in exercise recovery, and clear sinus pathways, moving water 
really elevates your selfcare routine*. Available on select Cosmo Plus models.
*According to a study conducted by the National Institute of Health

The Cosmo collection of freestanding bathtubs embraces contemporary design while maintaining comfort. The 

sleek, bold shapes create a bathroom feature that doubles as a spot of tranquility.

JETTA FEATURES

 • Beautiful designs offering maximum bathing comfort

 • Quality acrylic material that is high-gloss and high-impact 

  and does not dull or fade over time

 • Short delivery timelines that keep your project on track

 • The the health benefits of moving water with Jetta Air 

  available on some models

 • 10-year limited factory warranty
SEE THE NEW LINE-UP
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C O L L E C T I O N

The oval Aldrin is a warm hug of self-care. The more 

upright backrest is for the wine-and-novel bather 

who enjoys the comfort of the curved tub. The 

design is versatile enough to fit into a secondary 

bath alcove or be the focal point of a luxurious 

primary bathroom.ALDRIN

J82: 58”L x 30”W x 23”H
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C O L L E C T I O N

The rectangular Atlas is all about clean lines that seamlessly 

complement the modern bathroom, with a wide edge 

that’s perfect for all your bathing essentials. Your plumber 

will love the two-piece design for ease of installation and 

convenience of mounting a faucet right on the bathtub, 

eliminating the need for expensive floor-mount faucets. 

Available in Jetta Soak and Air hydrotherapy.
ATLAS 

J860M: 66”L x 34”W x 23”H
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C O L L E C T I O N

The Celeste offers the best of two worlds; straight, 

clean lines for a designer aesthetic, plus a 

comfortable backrest for a reclining soak. A beautiful 

bathtub gives you something to look forward to, and 

when the time finally arrives, feel the stress of the 

day release into the healing power of water.
CELESTE

J811: 59”L x 32”W x 23”H

J68: 67”L x 32”W x 23”H
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This home-tour highlight is a favorite. 

The Flare marries exquisite design with bathing 

comfort and soothing hydrotherapy options. 

Appropriately named, the Flare offers every bathroom 

a little extra style and personality. Available in Jetta 

Soak and Air hydrotherapy.

J83: 59”L x 30”W x 23”H

J84: 67”L x 30”W x 23”H

FLARE 
C O L L E C T I O N
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Popular on wish lists, the Halley is a double scoop 

of delight. The artful design makes standing back 

and admiring it almost as enjoyable as the long, 

indulgent soaks you’ll be taking in it. Available in 

Jetta Soak and Air hydrotherapy.HALLEY 

J85: 59”L x 32”W x 27”H 

J86: 67”L x 31”W x 27”H

C O L L E C T I O N
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OPHELIA 
C O L L E C T I O N

The Ophelia is perfect for those who appreciate 

beautiful functionality. The oval shape is sleek and 

versatile, and the two-piece design offers installation 

convenience. The faucet deck mounts on the 

center ledge, creating a unique bone-shaped basin. 

Available in JettaSoak and JettaAir hydrotherapy.

J815M: 60”L x 32”W x 23”H

J850M: 67”L x 32”W x 23”H
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Close your eyes and picture yourself reclining in a 

lounge chair at a beautiful beach. The Pandora invites 

you to sink in and imagine yourself in wonderful places 

that will inspire making self-care a daily habit. 

The generous edge is a favorite with bathers for ease 

of entering and exiting, and serves as a lovely place to 

display bathing essentials. 

PANDORA

J60: 59”L x 32”W x 23”H

J61: 67”L x 32”W x 23”H

C O L L E C T I O N
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The bold design of the Riley demands the spotlight 

on any bathroom stage. Relaxing is mandatory with 

the deeply angled backrest, and the full-length shelf 

is perfect for deck-mounting a faucet or displaying 

bathing products. It ’s easy to see why the Riley 

auditions for the lead character.

J813: 60”L x 32”W x 23”H

J853: 66”L x 32”W x 23”H

RILEY
C O L L E C T I O N
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QUICK REFERENCE
COSMO PLUS MODEL SIZE SHAPE DRAIN FEATURES OPTIONS STACKABLE
Anna J801 59 x 30 x 23 oval center  Jetta Air, insulation
Anna J861 67 x 32 x 23  oval center  Jetta Air, insulation
Ariel J807 59 x 30 x 30 oval end  Jetta Air, insulation
Ariel J867 67 x 30 x 30 oval end  insulation
Callisto J803 59 x 32 x 23 rectangle center access panel Jetta Air, insulation
Callisto J863 67 x 32 x 23 rectangle center access panel Jetta Air, insulation
Elio J806 59 x 32 x 27 oval center  insulation
Elio J866 67 x 32 x 27 oval center  insulation
Larissa  J802 60 x 31 x 27 oval center  Jetta Air, insulation
Lyra  J890 69 x 34 x 26 oval center deck faucet insulation
Nash  J804 59 x 32 x 23 oval center access panel, deck faucet Jetta Air, insulation
Nash J864 67 x 32 x 23 oval center access panel, deck faucet Jetta Air, insulation

COSMO   MODEL SIZE SHAPE DRAIN FEATURES OPTIONS STACKABLE
Aldrin J82 58 x 30 x 23 oval center  insulation
Atlas  J860M 66 x 34 x 23 rectangle end deck faucet, two-piece Jetta Air
Celeste  J811 59 x 32 x 23 rectangle center  Jetta Air
Celeste  J68 67 x 32 x 23 rectangle center  Jetta Air
Flare  J83 59 x 30 x 23 rectangle center  Jetta Air, insulation
Flare  J84 67 x 30 x 23 rectangle center  Jetta Air, insulation
Halley  J85 59 x 32 x 27 oval center  Jetta Air, insulation
Halley  J86  67 x 31 x 27 oval center  Jetta Air, insulation
Ophelia J815M 60 x 32 x 23 oval center deck faucet, two-piece Jetta Air
Ophelia  J850M 67 x 32 x 23  oval center deck faucet, two-piece Jetta Air
Pandora  J60 59 x 32 x 23 oval center  Jetta Air
Pandora  J61 67 x 32 x 23  oval center  Jetta Air
Riley  J813 60 x 32 x 23 rectangle center deck faucet Jetta Air
Riley  J853 66 x 32 x 23 rectangle center deck faucet 
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ALL NEW JETTA AIR

Jetta Air enhances the therapeutic qualities of your spa 
bathing experience. Both functional and discrete, the small, 
strategically placed seamless air injectors target all areas of 
the body. The adjustable force of the air is controlled using 
a floating remote so there are no buttons or dials on your 
elegant bathtub. Our new blower system is quieter than 
ever, and after each bath, an automatic purge cycle forces 
air through the system to eliminate any lingering water. 

Modern style meets spa therapy. 
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SOFT NECK PILLOW
• Suction cup attachment
• Approximate size: 11” x 5”
• Available in White

WHITE  01-88-0010

ACCESSORIES & UPGRADES

DELUXE CONTOURED 
NECK PILLOW
• Suction cup attachment
• Polyurethane fill with vinyl cover
• Approximate size: 14" x 6”
• Available in White or Biscuit

WHITE: 01-88-0003
BISCUIT: 01-88-0004

SILICONE GEL NECK PILLOW
• New adhesive technology
• Remove and reuse, no residue left behind
• Molded silicone gel pillow
• Approximate size: 12” x 4.5”
• Available in Black and Aqua Blue

AQUA BLUE:  01-88-0025
BLACK: 01-88-0024

ROLL-UP GEL PILLOW
• Versatile design for neck or lumbar support
• Molded silicone gel
• Approximate size: 16” x 10.5”
• Available in Aqua Blue

AQUA BLUE:  01-88-0020

Accessorize you personal oasis for an at-home spa that offers the ultimate in bathing comfort.

ABOVE FLOOR DRAIN KIT
• Freestanding tub rough-in
• Install before tile
• Designed to be installed in a 8” to 10” joist space
• Can be installed with waterproof membrane

01-83-0495
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LET’S GET SOCIAL!
Follow us for luxury bathing inspiration.

JETTACORP.COM
©2023 Jetta Corporation. All rights reserved. The Jetta brand and the water drop logo are 

trademarks of Jetta Corporation. Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

425 Centennial Boulevard
Edmond, Oklahoma 73013

LOCAL (405) 340-6661
TOLL FREE (800) 288-7771
SALES@JETTACORP.COM

Jetta offers an expansive collection of bathtubs with designs and features to meet any size and 
style needs. With hundreds of options available across our thoughtfully curated lines and the Jetta 

promise of exceptional service backing every single one, you’ll find our products are a great fit.

ADVANTAGE AFFINITY CLASSIC/DESIGNER/ELITE

SCAN TO REQUEST OR DOWNLOAD OUR PRODUCT LINE BROCHURES.

WALK-IN

THERE IS MORE TO LOVE FROM JETTA


